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Abstract

Surrogate models are data-based approximations of computationally expensive simulations that enable efficient explo-
ration of the model’s design space and informed decision-making in many physical domains. The usage of surrogate
models in the vibroacoustic domain, however, is challenging due to the non-smooth, complex behavior of wave phe-
nomena. This paper investigates four Machine Learning (ML) approaches in the modelling of surrogates of Sound
Transmission Loss (STL). Feature importance and feature engineering are used to improve the models’ accuracy while
increasing their interpretability and physical consistency. The transfer of the proposed techniques to other problems
in the vibroacoustic domain and possible limitations of the models are discussed.

Keywords: Surrogate, Machine Learning, Sound Transmission Loss, Vibroacoustic, Sensitivity Analysis,
Physics-Guided Features

1. Introduction

A thorough analysis of how the system’s parameters
influence its response is crucial for an optimal and ro-
bust product design, which reduces time and costs in
the late stages of product development. Running high-
fidelity simulations of the physical system, however, re-
quires a large amount of computational resources, and,
thus, extensive exploration over the design space is pro-
hibitive. Because of this, surrogate models have been
used in different domains as efficient tools for decision-
making and risk management [1–3]. Surrogates or
metamodels are data-driven methods that extract and
learn information from input-output pairs obtained from
a physics-based simulation to create a proxy with short
evaluation time and little loss of accuracy.

Surrogate models have been applied to the vibroa-
coustic domain as Noise, Vibration and Harshness
(NVH) performance arises as a key indicator of cus-
tomer satisfaction and vibroacoustic simulations are
computationally costly due to, e.g., the complex be-
havior involved in fluid-structure interactions. In many
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studies, the system response is approximated by a
polynomial using the Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) [4–9]. Second-order polynomials are usually
used in RSM for their sample efficiency and inter-
pretability, but they are unable to capture arbitrary non-
linearities in the system response. On the other hand,
higher-order polynomials are rarely employed due to the
costly training [10]. Therefore, machine learning-based
surrogates have been used in the vibroacoustic analy-
sis for their capability of learning complex data rela-
tions and non-linear functions and applied in optimiza-
tion [11–13] and uncertainty analyses [14–18].

A surrogate model using Gaussian Process Regressor
(GPR) was implemented in [12] to optimize the STL
of an intake system. Casaburo et al. [19] trained a GPR-
based surrogate model to predict the increase of the STL
response at resonance frequencies of porous acoustic
meta-materials. The results showed that better accuracy
can be achieved when a more feature-rich STL model is
used. Bacigalupo et al. [13] performed the optimiza-
tion of the band-gap of acoustic metamaterials using
Radial Basis Function (RBF)-based surrogate. Surro-
gates for crash and NVH response of a Body-In-White
model using RBF and Neural Network (NN)-based al-
gorithms were designed in [11] and [20], respectively.
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Ibrahim et al. [21] investigates various ML-based sur-
rogate models to predict the noise radiated by electric
motors and concluded that global models encompassing
structural, electromagnetic, and acoustic physical do-
mains performed better than local surrogates. NN-based
surrogate models have also accurately replaced bound-
ary element methods to predict interior vehicle sound
pressure level [22].

The growing trend in vibroacoustic of relying on sur-
rogates based on high-fidelity simulations not just en-
ables the search for optimal and reliable designs, but
also paves the way to the construction of Digital Twins
for real-time vibroacoustic applications, such as online
monitoring and control [23, 24]. However, the reliabil-
ity of these solutions depends on the accuracy of the sur-
rogate models. In particular, in vibroacoustic, the typi-
cal non-smooth functions pose difficulty to the construc-
tion of accurate ML-based surrogates as ML methods
assume local smoothness of data [25, 26]. Therefore, to
ensure that further surrogate-based developments on vi-
broacoustic are well-founded, it is imperative to develop
scientific-based guidelines to construct physically con-
sistent and accurate ML-based surrogates considering
the particulars of the domain. Thus, the objective of this
paper is to identify ML methods suitable to model vi-
broacoustic problems, as well as techniques to incorpo-
rate domain knowledge into the surrogate. Furthermore,
this work investigates the application of sensitivity anal-
ysis methods embedded in the ML to improve surrogate
interpretability and enable reasoning about the physi-
cal phenomena. These investigations are carried out for
the classical acoustic problem of STL formulated with
different complexity levels, as the STL problem encom-
passes important vibroacoustic phenomena well under-
stood by the acoustic community [27].

Section 2 describes the methodology followed to con-
struct four different physics-based models of STL. The
workflow of the surrogate implementation is presented
in Section 3. In Section 4, the sensitivity analyses re-
sults and the effects of adding physics-guided features
are shown. Subsequently, in Section 5, a benchmarking
analysis compares the performance of each ML method
used to construct the surrogate for different numbers of
supporting points and levels of complexity of the STL
problem. The pros and cons of each ML method are dis-
cussed. The influence of design space size and location
is also investigated in Section 5. Section 6 presents the
paper’s conclusion and a discussion of the transferabil-
ity of its findings to other vibroacoustic problems.

The data and algorithms used in this work are avail-
able at GitHub.

2. Physics-Driven Models of Sound Transmission
Loss

When an acoustic wave hits a plate, it is partially re-
flected in the incident acoustic field and partially ab-
sorbed by the plate itself. Most of the absorbed portion
excites the plate, making it vibrate and radiate noise in
both the incident and transmitted fields, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The Sound Transmission Loss (STL) is de-
fined by the ratio between the incident sound power PI

and the sound power transmitted through the plate PT ,
being usually evaluated in decibels as

S T L = 10 log10

∣∣∣∣∣ PI

PT

∣∣∣∣∣2. (1)

Incident 
Wave

Reflected 
Wave

Transmitted
Wave

Figure 1: Illustration of the Sound Transmission Loss (STL) analysis
of a plate.

The transmitted noise is inversely proportional to the
system effective impedance, which is the sum of the me-
chanical impedance of the plate and the fluid-loading
impedance [28]. The effective impedance depends on
the fluid properties, the incident θ and azimuth φ angles
of the incident wave, and the material, dimensions, and
boundary conditions of the plate. This paper considers
that the incident field is a random field of incident plane
waves in all directions, known as diffuse field.

At frequencies below the first natural frequency of the
plate, the plate dynamics influence on the STL is neg-
ligible, and the STL is controlled by the plate bending
stiffness,

D =
Eh3

12(1 − ν2)
(1 + iη), (2)

where h is the thickness, E is the elastic modulus, ν is
the Poisson’s ratio and η is the damping loss factor of
the plate.

When the driving frequency is close to the first natu-
ral frequencies of the plate, the resonant behavior of the
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Figure 2: Typical Sound Transmission Loss (STL) curve as a function
of frequency, showing the stiffness, resonance, mass and coincidence
regions.

plate governs the STL. As the frequency increases and
the resonant behavior attenuates, the plate behavior ap-
proaches that of a limp mass, especially for thin plates in
frequencies where the bending stiffness is not relevant.
At this frequency range, the STL depends solely on the
surface mass density m = hρ and can be approximated
by the mass law, as demonstrated in [28].

With the increase in frequency, the coincidence phe-
nomenon takes place, and the mass law is no longer
valid. The coincidence happens when the trace veloc-
ity of the acoustic wave projected in the plate is equal to
the velocity of its natural bending wave. These waves
superpose and create a scenario of minimal impedance,
maximizing the transmission of sound. The coincidence
frequency ωcoinc in which the trace and the bending
wavenumbers coincide is evaluated by:

ωcoinc =
c2

0

sin2 θ

√
ρh
D
, (3)

where c0 is the characteristic sound speed, ρ is the
plate density. The minimum frequency in which coin-
cidence occurs is for grazing incidence (θ = 90◦) and
is called critical frequency ωcrit, where the amplitude of
the valley in the STL is controlled by the plate damp-
ing. Above the critical frequency, the coincidence phe-
nomenon occurs for gradually smaller incidence angles
and the STL is controlled by the plate bending behavior.
Figure 2 illustrates a typical STL curve and its influence
regions.

In the literature, different STL models capture the
aforementioned curve behaviors with distinct levels of
detail [27]. In this paper, four STL methodologies are

addressed to evaluate the ML-based surrogate capabil-
ities. The first and simplest methodology considered
is the analytical STL solution for an infinite plate pro-
posed in [29] and implemented in accordance to [30].
As the unbounded infinite plate is not affected by the
resonances, the STL in low-frequencies relies only on
the surface density mass.

To account for the plate width a and length b, the
radiation efficiency of a finite plate may be considered
instead of the radiation efficiency of the infinite plate.
Spatial windowing and Rayleigh-integral-based tech-
niques can be used for this purpose, resulting in a cor-
rection factor applied to the infinite transmission trans-
parency [27]. The correction factor approach imple-
mented in [31] modifies mainly the results below the
critical frequency, where the plate modal behavior de-
termines the sound radiated. Although it is a simplified
approach, the modified STL curve is coherent with ex-
perimental curves with band-average [27].

Detailed STL evaluation of bounded plates must ac-
count for its structural response under the forced vibra-
tions. The plate modes’ natural frequencies and radia-
tion efficiencies control the STL, resulting in a highly
rough behavior. The current work implements Modal
Summation (MS) and Finite Element Method (FEM) to
fully model the vibroacoustic phenomena in the STL
of a finite plate with simply supported boundary condi-
tions. The MS solution approximates the plate displace-
ment as the sum of the contribution of the first modal
shapes, which is analytically evaluated as described in
[32, 33]. The FEM model, implemented in COMSOL
Multiphysics® software [34], solves the structural and
acoustic field equations numerically by modeling plate
and the transmitted field as finite elements. The diffuse
field is modeled as a harmonic pressure with compo-
nents in random directions which applies to the plate
surface.

In practical scenarios, only the overall STL behav-
ior defines the plate design and, thus, the band-averaged
STL can be considered. Therefore, the results obtained
with MS and FEM are also evaluated in one-third octave
frequency bands. In summary, six different physics-
driven models of STL serve as ground truth for the sur-
rogate models:

• analytical solution for infinite plate,

• finite plate STL approximated by correction factor,

• analytical Modal Summation (MS) approach,

• MS approach with band-average,

• numerical FEM,

• FEM with band-average.
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For further details on the methodologies of STL anal-
yses implemented, refer to Appendix A.

3. Development of the Machine Learning-Driven
Surrogate Models

A surrogate model is a computationally inexpensive
mathematical approximation of a complex simulation.
More formally, let f : X → Y be the simulated func-
tion. The surrogate model can be defined as a function
f̂ : X̂ → Ŷ , where X̂ ⊂ X is the set of interest for
the surrogate model, and Ŷ is the associated codomain.
The relation between the simulated function and the sur-
rogate is given by f (xi) = yi = f̂ (xi)+εi, ∀xi ∈ X̂, where
εi is the approximation error. The predictor f̂ (x) is fit-
ted with N input/output pairs {xi, yi} sampled from the
simulated function to minimize the error εi for all inputs
in the set of interest. Because the number of samples N
must be kept small due to the high computational cost of
evaluating f (x), choosing an efficient sampling method
is crucial for designing an accurate surrogate model. In
the following, the basic workflow for creating a surro-
gate model is described, and Figure 3 shows a block
diagram with the main steps.

Sampling methods. The first stage in designing a sur-
rogate model is to define informative supporting points
using an adequate sampling strategy. In random sam-
pling, all points in the interval of interest have an equal
probability of being drawn. Although having low bias
and being easy to deploy, it is known that random sam-
pling can lead to gaps in the input domain. Thus, an-
other strategy is to segment the input space into M inter-
vals along each dimension and randomly sample from
each interval. This method is the so-called Latin Hyper-
cube Sampling (LHS) and promises to produce a better
depiction of the input domain of the target function [35].
Therefore, this paper used LHS to define the supporting
points for the training of the surrogates.

Data Preprocessing. The accuracy of data-driven
models can improve significantly with the proper op-
erations over the feature set. Here, features refer to the
different dimensions of the input data x ∈ X . In fea-
ture engineering, domain knowledge is used to select
the most informative features of an input set and to add
physics-guided features through basic operations over
the raw data to improve the predictor’s accuracy and
interpretability. Feature scaling is another crucial pre-
processing step, especially for ML predictors which are
distance-based, e.g., GPR, or gradient-based ones, such
as NN. The goal of feature scaling is to remove the effect
of the different range of values in the input so that equal
importance is given to each feature in the fitting of the

Figure 3: Fundamental workflow of Machine Learning (ML)-based
surrogate models.

regressor. Also, it guarantees that the gradient descent
is updated with similar rates for all features, improving
convergence. Normalization and standardization are the
main methods for feature scaling.

ML-driven Surrogate Models. The predictor func-
tion f̂ (x) can be fitted with different ML models. In
this paper, four of the most used models for surro-
gate modeling are considered, namely Neural-Networks
(NN), Gaussian Process Regressor (GPR), Random For-
est (RF), and Gradient Boosting Trees (GBT). For more
details on the approaches, refer, e.g., to [36]. In NN,
input data passes through a pipeline of linear transfor-
mations and non-linear functions. Accuracy is usu-
ally measured by the Euclidean distance between the
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predictor output f̂ (xi) and the target value yi, and the
model is fitted with gradient descent via backpropaga-
tion. GPR uses Bayes’ theorem to update the prior as-
sumption over the model parameters with the sampled
input-output pairs and is well-suited for regression with
few samples available [37]. The regressor output is the
probabilistic model that best describes the correlation of
all points in the domain. Both RF and GBT build upon
the decision tree learning paradigm. RF is an ensem-
ble model made of several decision trees to reduce the
variance of single tree predictions, which is achieved by
averaging the output of each decision tree in the RF. In
GBT, decision trees are trained sequentially where each
decision tree trains on the mispredicted data of the pre-
vious one, thus, focusing mainly on reducing the pre-
dictor bias.

After the surrogate is trained, it can predict the sys-
tem response in new points of the design space and be
applied in optimization and uncertainty propagation of
the system parameters. Furthermore, sensitivity analy-
ses can be used to increase the black-box interpretability
and can either be obtained as a by-product of ML meth-
ods or be straightforwardly implemented [38–41]. The
Mean Decrease in Impurity (MDI) [42] is obtained after
the training of the RF model, and it is applied for sen-
sitivity analysis as it approximates the normalized total
Sobol’s indices [43]. Further discussion and methods
for interpreting ML methods are presented in [44]. In
Section 4 this method was applied to verify the surro-
gate physical consistency.

4. Sensitivity Analysis of Random Forest Surrogate
and Influence of Physics-Guided Features

In this section, the consistency of ML-based surro-
gates with physics-driven models of STL is investigated.
Sensitivity analysis is used to demonstrate the impor-
tance of each parameter in the system response. For
exemplary purposes, results are presented using MDI-
based sensitivity indices of the RF-based surrogate as it
is readily available after the training of the model. One
RF regressor was trained for each frequency of interest
to obtain the features importances for each output fre-
quency 1. The surrogates were trained with 2000 sup-
porting points from the design space of Table 1 using

1The RF surrogate was implemented using sklearn library in
Python. The Multi-Output Regressor method of sklearn was used
to train one RF regressor for each output frequency. Each RF was
trained with a maximum of 200 decision trees without a depth limit.
The impurity criteria are the mean squared error.

LHS for the sampling. The critical frequencies for this
design space range between approximately 1000 and
2500 Hz, as shown in Figure 4. The addition of two
physics-guided features to the RF models, namely the
mass density m and the real part of the bending stiffness
DR, is evaluated. According to STL theory, the mass
density controls the STL in the mass region, while bend-
ing stiffness has a significant influence on both the stiff-
ness and coincidence regions. The Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) is used to compare the accuracy of surro-
gates with and without physics-guided features as input.
A desktop with a hexa-core 3.1 GHz processor and 32
GB of RAM was used to run the training of the surro-
gates.

Table 1: Design space with set of interest used to sample supporting
points.

ρ E ν η h a b
kg/m3 GPa − % mm m m

min 2000 60 0.25 0.1 5 0.3 0.3
max 3000 150 0.35 2.0 7 0.6 0.6

500 1000 1500 2000 2500
Critical Frequency [Hz]

0

100

200

300

C
ou

nt
s

Figure 4: Histogram of the critical frequencies from the STL designs
in the set of interest from Table 1.

Figure 5a and 5b show the MDI-based sensitivity in-
dex obtained with the infinite plate models with and
without the use of physics-guided features, respectively.
The mass-controlled region is distinctly observable at
low frequencies in both cases. Approaching the coinci-
dence region, the STL is controlled mainly by the plate
density, and the thickness importance is negligible. De-
spite the damping factor determining the STL amplitude
at the critical frequency, 5b shows that bending stiffness
is the most significant feature at this frequency range.
As noted in [30], when a set of interest is considered
rather than a specific plate design, the location of the
critical frequency dip is more relevant for the STL result
than its amplitude, which explains this result. At higher
frequencies in the coincidence region, the damping im-
portance increases as for each frequency ω > ωcrit there
will be a component of the diffuse field with an angle
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(a) The inputs of the surrogate only consist of the STL
variables. RMS E = 0.21 ± 0.00 dB. Training time: 8.83s
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(b) Physics-guided features m and DR are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 0.12 ± 0.01 dB. Training time:

6.41s

Figure 5: MDI-based sensitivity indices of the STL with the analytical
infinite plate model.

θ such that ωcoinc(θ) = ω and the amplitude is again
the major aspect of the STL. Finally, it is noted that the
inclusion of the physics-guided features improves the
surrogate accuracy from an RMSE of 0.21 ± 0.00 dB to
0.12 ± 0.01 dB.

The sensitivity indices of STL of finite plates based
on the correction factor approach (Figure 6) differ from
the infinite plate indices only in the low-frequency re-
gion. This result is coherent with the methodology,
which applies a correction factor in the low-frequency
range to account for the plate dimensions and compre-
hend its resonant behavior. Although the plate stiffness
would theoretically also impact the resonant modes of
the structure, the STL evaluated by correction factor is
insensitive to this feature in the resonant region of Fig-
ure 6. Once more, the RMSE decreases from 0.36 dB to
0.25 dB with the inclusion of physics-guided features.

The MDI-based sensitivity indices considerably
change when the model thoroughly considers the struc-
tural dynamics of the finite plate and its resonant modes,
as for the STL results with MS and FEM approaches
in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Overall, the sensitiv-
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(a) The inputs of the surrogate only consist of the STL
variables. RMS E = 0.36 ± 0.01dB. Training time: 6.39s
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(b) Physics-guided features m and DR are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 0.25 ± 0.01 dB. Training time:

13.29s

Figure 6: MDI-based sensitivity of the STL of finite plates evaluated
with the correction factor approach.

ity indices of MS and FEM approaches are similar to
each other, indicating that they model the vibroacoustic
phenomena with analogous considerations. The bend-
ing stiffness and the plate dimensions have a consid-
erable high sensitivity index throughout the frequency
range. Therefore, the behavior of the finite plates un-
der analysis diverges from the one of a limp mass, an
assumption held by the mass law and considered in the
mass-controlled region of both the analytical approach
for infinite plates and the correction factor approach for
finite plates. Indeed, in both Figures 7 and 8, the mass
density importance is negligible in the resonant region,
and its influence in the middle frequency range is not
predominant.

The achieved surrogate accuracy with physics-guided
features is 3.24 ± 0.02 dB for the MS-based results and
5.60±0.06 dB for the FEM-based results. The errors are
higher for the FEM model than for the MS model since
the excitation in FEM is modeled by random compo-
nents and, therefore, the results are non-deterministic.
The high complexity and non-smooth behavior of the
STL response with ML and FEM approaches lead to
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(a) The inputs of the surrogate only consist of the STL
variables. RMS E = 3.38 ± 0.03 dB. Training time = 28.23s
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(b) Physics-guided features m and DR are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 3.24 ± 0.02 dB. Training time =

24.86s

Figure 7: MDI-based sensitivity of the STL of finite plates evaluated
with the Modal Summation.

poor surrogate accuracy even when the physics-guided
features are used, which also compromises the accu-
racy of the sensitivity analyses. In particular, at high
frequencies, the even distribution of the sensitivity in-
dices among the features indicates higher complexity
and possibly higher inaccuracies. As the modal behav-
ior of the plate is posing difficulties for the surrogate
model, the resonance coefficient term R in (4) is in-
cluded as another physics-guided feature for the surro-
gates of the FEM and MS models.

R =
D

m(a4b4)
(4)

As observed in Figure 9, the resonance coefficient
feature controls the STL in the low-frequency range.
Although the accuracy improved to 2.67 ± 0.02 dB for
the MS-based results and to 4.86 ± 0.05 dB for the
FEM-based results, it remains elevated. Extra improve-
ments in the accuracy could be obtained by feature se-
lection, that is, removing unimportant features, a tech-
nique commonly used in ML.

Finally, the MDI-based sensitivity index is evaluated
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(a) The inputs of the surrogate only consist of the STL
variables. RMS E = 5.76 ± 0.06 dB. Training time = 21.00s
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(b) Physics-guided features m and DR are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 5.60 ± 0.06 dB. Training time =

21.16s

Figure 8: MDI-based sensitivity of the STL of finite plates evaluated
with FEM.

with one-third octave band average STL with MS and
FEM, as shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Once
again, the stiffness and dimensions of the plate play a
major role for all frequencies. The surrogate models that
include the three physics-guided features are the ones
with the best accuracy, which is RMS E = 1.49±0.02 dB
for the MS model and RMS E = 1.63±0.03 dB for FEM
the model.

Therefore, the results presented in this section show
evidences of the physical consistency of the surrogate
models as the STL sensitivity indices have a behav-
ior coherent with the literature of each STL physics-
driven model. Furthermore, the sensitivity indices of
the width and length of the plate are consistently equiv-
alent in all analyses, as expected for isotropic mate-
rials. Physical inconsistencies could indicate regions
where the ML model is not accurate. The investiga-
tion also demonstrates that physics-guided features can
be readily included to improve surrogate accuracy and
lead to a clearer distinction of STL regions in the sen-
sitivity analysis. However, the interpretation of the re-
sulting feature importances is not straightforward when
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(a) Sensitivity indices from Modal Summation
dataset.RMS E = 2.67 ± 0.02 dB. Training time = 32.62s
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(b) Sensitivity indices from FEM dataset.
RMS E = 4.86 ± 0.05 dB. Training time = 23.37s

Figure 9: MDI-based sensitivity of the STL of finite plates including
mass density m, the real part of bending stiffness DR, and the reso-
nance coefficient term R as physics-guided features.

physics-guided features are included, as the input fea-
tures are not independent anymore. In summary, the
MDI-based sensitivity analyses presented in this Sec-
tion are a cheap-to-evaluate method that improves the
surrogate interpretability and reliability and allows for
the use of data-based information to deepen physical
discussions on variable importance and interactions.

5. Benchmarking of ML Methods and Influence of
the Design Space Selected

In this section, surrogate models based on NN, GPR,
RF, and GBT are evaluated regarding accuracy and
training time. The benchmark is conducted for all STL
models of Section 2. The influence of physics-guided
features is also considered in the test cases. Support-
ing points are sampled from the design space of Table 1
using LHS. Finally, an analysis of the influence of de-
sign space size and location in the surrogate accuracy
is also performed. For information about the models’
hyperparameters, refer to Appendix B. It is worth men-
tioning that the configuration of the RF-based surrogate
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(a) The inputs of the surrogate only consist of the STL
variables. RMS E = 2.19 ± 0.05 dB. Training time = 6.55s
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(b) Physics-guided features m and DR are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 2.01 ± 0.02 dB. Training time =

4.41s
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(c) Physics-guided features m, DR and R are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 1.49 ± 0.02 dB. Training time =

5.22s

Figure 10: MDI-based sensitivity of the one-third octave band average
STL of finite plates evaluated with MS.
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(a) The inputs of the surrogate only consist of the STL
variables. RMS E = 2.23 ± 0.02 dB. Training time = 8.23s
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(b) Physics-guided features m and DR are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 2.09 ± 0.02 dB. Training time =

6.34s
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(c) Physics-guided features m, DR and R are included as input
for the surrogate. RMS E = 1.63 ± 0.03 dB. Training time =

5.01s

Figure 11: MDI-based sensitivity of the one-third octave band average
STL of finite plates evaluated with FEM.

of this section differs from the one in Section 4, as here
just a single regressor predicts the outputs for all input
frequencies.
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Figure 12: Benchmarking of Machine Learning-based surrogate re-
garding the accuracy in relation with the dataset size. Neural
Network, Gaussian Process Regressor, Random Forest,

Gradient Boosting Trees. With and without physics-
guided features.

Figure 12 shows the RMSE of each surrogate for
all six STL models obtained with five-fold cross-
validation. The addition of physics-guided features con-
sistently produces more accurate models. Moreover, it
is observed that the NN-based surrogates yield better
accuracy for all STL models. This can be justified by
the fact that NN can produce a better fit on non-smooth
functions than other ML approaches [45]. However, as
deep-learning demands big datasets, the NN does not
have the best performance for small datasets. Except
by the FEM model, the NN-based surrogates of all STL
models achieved RMSE below 3 dB, which are satis-
factory results once measurements errors in STL exper-
iments usually also go up to 3 dB. The RMSEs for the
FEM model are higher due to the stochastic excitation
and overall more complex simulation.

Another important factor in the choice of a surrogate
model is the training time, which is presented in Fig-
ure 13. It can be seen that RF and GBT surrogates are
significantly faster to train than the other two methods.
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Figure 13: Benchmarking of ML-based surrogate regarding the train-
ing time in relation with the dataset size. Neural Network,

Gaussian Process Regressor, Random Forest, Gra-
dient Boosting Trees.

This is due to the fact that the training of decision tree-
based models scales loglinearly with the dataset size
[46]. It is worth noting that, because no efficient multi-
output implementation of the GBT model is available, it
was required to fit one model for each input frequency,
thus, increasing the overall training time compared to
the RF model. Further, GPR is computationally expen-
sive to train for large datasets as its operations scales
as O(N3) [47]. It is also worth noting that GPR, GBT,
and RF have sensitivity analysis as a by-product and,
therefore, are intrinsically more interpretable than NN.
On the other side, NN and GPR extrapolate better than
decision tree based methods.

Figure 14 shows an example of the predicted STL
curve for each STL model using the most accurate sur-
rogate, i.e. NN with physics-guided features trained
over 2000 supporting points. Visually, the predicted
curves are remarkably similar to the simulated ones,
apart from the surrogate trained for the FEM model.
Moreover, Figure 15 provides a deeper look into the
NN-based surrogate model errors for each STL model,
indicating additionally the mean absolute error (MAE)
and the mean maximum error (MME). For instance, the
MME indicates that high localized errors occur in both
MS and FEM models without band-average due to mis-
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Figure 14: Example of one predicted STL curve for each STL
model using the NN-based surrogate with physics-guided features.

Simulated, Predicted.

predicted local maxima and minima of the response sig-
nal.

An investigation on the NN-based surrogate perfor-
mance regarding the set of interest X̂ was also per-
formed. For that, four design spaces are considered,
namely the standard design space D from Table 1, the
smallest design space D−, and the biggest design space
D+

1 and D+
2 , which have the same size but are located in

different places in the domain X , as illustrated in Fig-
ure 16. The range of damping, Poisson’s ratio, and the
width and length of the plates are the same from Table
1 for all design spaces. The resulting range of critical
frequencies is also shown in Figure 16. For each de-
sign space, 500 supporting points were sampled using
LHS for the STL models of the infinite plate, correction
factor, and MS with and without one-third octave band
average.

Figure 17 shows the accuracy obtained with an NN-
based surrogate model trained with physics-guided fea-
tures for each set of interest and STL method. It is ob-
served that the surrogate error increases with the design
space size, especially for the infinite plate and correc-
tion factor models. For the MS model without band av-
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per STL design and root mean square error (RMSE) of the NN-based
surrogate model with physics-guided features.

erage, the difference in the surrogates’ accuracy is not
relevant.

Furthermore, it can be observed that a considerable
difference in accuracy is obtained for design spaces D+

1
and D+

2 , although they have the same size. This is be-
cause the samples from D+

2 have, on average, a simpler
behavior than the samples from D+

1 , once many of them
present critical frequency higher than 2500 Hz which is
above the frequency range modeled by the surrogates.

In conclusion, the developed surrogate models
present overall satisfactory performance for most of the
studied cases. Even highly discontinuous and rough
functions could be properly predicted, which is an es-
sential property for surrogates of vibroacoustic simu-
lations. Moreover, in particular for STL models, NN-
based surrogates are the most accurate, and, thus, are
useful tools to explore the design space of STL simu-
lations, enabling optimal and robust vibroacoustic de-
signs. It has also been observed that the location of the
design space can have more of an effect on surrogate
accuracy than its size.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

The presented study investigates the use of Machine-
Learning (ML)-based surrogate models to overcome the
computational burden of expensive vibroacoustic analy-
ses. It is shown how to tackle the lack of interpretability
of black-box simulators and what are the surrogates’ ca-
pacities to fit the non-smooth functions which are recur-
rent in the vibroacoustic domain. As a study case, sur-
rogate models are constructed for Sound Transmission
Loss (STL) analyses modeled at different complexities
levels, including analytical and numerical approaches.

The physical consistency of the surrogate models was
verified through sensitivity analyses intrinsic to the ML
methods, without additional computational cost. For

each region of the frequency spectrum, the physical
behavior identified by the features’ importance results
were in accordance with the STL theory. Moreover,
aspects such as the differences between the STL mod-
els were inferred from the sensitivity study, providing a
deeper understanding of the modeled phenomena.

The benchmarking of surrogates based on four ML
methods, namely Neural Networks (NN), Gaussian Pro-
cess Regressor (GPR), Random Forest (RF), and Gra-
dient Boosted Trees (GBT) show that NN consistently
performs better. The surrogate presented satisfactory
accuracy even for functions with highly non-smooth
behavior resulting from resonant and coincidence phe-
nomena. Furthermore, it is shown that including do-
main knowledge through physics-guided features im-
proves the surrogate performance for all ML methods
and STL models. The surrogate errors are also shown to
be proportional to the design space size for the surrogate
with less complex STL models but do not change signif-
icantly with the design space size for the STL with high
non-smooth responses. On the other side, the location
of the design space in the input domain has a relevant
impact on the accuracy in all cases.

Although the results were generated for the case of
STL, some conclusions can be generalized to other
vibroacoustic problems which have similar behavior.
First, the inclusion of physics-guided features can be
readily applied to other physical domains, as well as the
sensitivity analysis methods. Second, the aptitude of
the ML-based surrogate, especially NN-driven, to pre-
dict non-smooth behavior was witnessed in the case of
STL and is an indicator for other vibroacoustic analyses.
Therefore, this paper presents good practices and meth-
ods to create ML-based surrogate models for vibroa-
coustic problems with improved interpretability, accu-
racy, and physical guidance. The results show the po-
tential of using the surrogate as an informed decision-
making tool to make domain exploration, uncertainty
quantification, and optimization viable.
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could have appeared to influence the work reported in
this paper.

Appendix A. Methodology of the STL Analyses

The methodologies used to model the STL analyses
are described in this appendix, following the notation in
Figure 1.

The plate is in the plane z = 0, separating the source
field P|z>0 and the transmission field P|z<0, both filled
with a light fluid with density ρ0 and characteristic
sound speed c0. Considering that an harmonic plane
wave with wavenumber vector

k =
(
kx ky kz

)T
(A.1)

=
ω

c0

(
sin θ cos φ sin θsinφ cos θ

)T

impinges the plate with incident angle θ and azimuth
angle φ, the resultant incident acoustic pressure field is

P|z>0 = PI + PR (A.2)

= pIei(ωt−kx x−kyy−kzz) + pRei(ωt−kx x−kyy+kzz),

where pI is the amplitudes of the incident wave in the
incident field PI , and pR is the amplitude of the wave re-
flected by the plate, which forms the reflected field PR.
The plate vibration also radiates a plane wave of mag-
nitude pT in the transmission field PT , which acoustic
pressure is given by:

P|z<0= PT = pT ei(ωt−kx x−kyy−kzz). (A.3)

The structural-acoustic coupling equation states that
there must be continuity of acoustic and mechanics ve-
locities at the interface of the plate with the acoustic
fields:

∂P
∂z

∣∣∣
z=0±

= ρ0ω
2w, (A.4)

where w = W(x, y, z)e(iωt) is the plate transverse dis-
placement. For the sake of brevity, the factor e(iωt) will
be omitted from the equations hereafter. Therefore, the
coupling equations in the source and transmission side
are, respectively:

ikz(PR − PI) = ρ0ω
2w, (A.5)

− ikzPT = ρ0ω
2w, (A.6)

from what the following relationship between the pres-
sure fields amplitudes is obtained:

PR = PI − PT . (A.7)

By definition, the acoustic transparency τ is the ratio
between transmitted and incident sound intensity, where
the sound intensity can be written as:

Ii = |Pi · vi|=
|Pi|

2

ρ0c0
, (A.8)

where vi is the local fluid velocity. Therefore, the acous-
tic transparency is:
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τ(φ, θ, ω) =

∣∣∣∣∣PT

PI

∣∣∣∣∣2 . (A.9)

The acoustic transparency for a diffuse field τd(ω) is
the weighted average transmission coefficient of all pos-
sible incident and azimuth angles:

τd(ω) =

∫ 2π
0

∫ π/2
0 τ(φ, θ, ω)cosθsinθdθdφ∫ 2π
0

∫ π/2
0 cosθsinθdθdφ

. (A.10)

The STL is the inverse of the acoustic transparency
measured on the dB scale.

To find the relationship between the pressure field
amplitudes in Eq. A.9, the constitutive equation of mo-
tion of the plate should be solved combined with Eq.
A.7, which for an isotropic plate can be written as:

D∇4w − ω2mw = P|z=0−−P|z=0+ (A.11)
= (PI − PR) − (PT )
= 2(PI − PT ).

The solution for each approach addressed in this pa-
per is presented below.

Analytical model of infinite plates. For the case of a
infinite an isotropic plate, the plate response is indepen-
dent of φ, therefore:

∇ =
∂

∂x
= −ik = −i

ω

c0
sinθ, (A.12)

and Eq. A.11 is rewrite as:

D
ω4

c4
0

sin4θ − mω2
 w = 2(PI − PT ). (A.13)

Thus, the structural impedance of the plate reads as:

Z(ω, θ) =

1 − ω2D
mc4

0

sin4θ

 iωm. (A.14)

Combining Eq. A.6, A.13 and A.14, it is possible to
find the relation:

PT

PI
=

(
Zcosθ
2ρ0c0

+ 1
)−1

, (A.15)

which is straightforward applied in Eq A.9 to find the
acoustic transparency for a plane wave. As Eq. A.10
does not have a close analytical solution, it is numeri-
cally evaluated to output STL for a diffuse field.

Correction Factor. Based in the Rayleigh-integral
method, [48] proposes to apply a correction factor to
the acoustic transparency of the infinite plate τ∞ to ac-
count for effects of the plate size, such that the acoustic
transparency of a finite plate could be approximated by:

τ f in = (σRcosθ)τ∞, (A.16)

where the radiation efficiency σR is given by

σR(θ, φ, a, b) =
<(Z f in(θ, φ, a, b))

ρ0c0
. (A.17)

The structural impedance Z f in is evaluated as:

Z f in =
jρ0ω

S

∫
S

∫
S

e−i(kx x+kyy)G(x, y; x′, y′) (A.18)

× e−i(kx x′+kyy′)dxdydx′dy′,

S designates the surface of the panel and G is the half-
space Green’s function. Rhazi and Atalla [31] proposes
analytical simplifications, so that σR simplifies into:

σR(θ, φ, a, b) =
ωb

16c0

∫ 1

−1

a
b

F(θ, µ(φ), a, b)dµ, (A.19)

where µ = (4φ/π − 1). This equation can be evalu-
ated using Gaussian numerical integration. The func-
tion F(θ, µ(φ), a, b) and the details of its derivation are
found in [31].

Modal Summation. An analytical solution of the
fluid-structure iteration problem of a simple supported
plate can also be obtained by modeling the plate dis-
placement w in terms of a modal summation:

w(x, y, z) =
∑
m,n

αm,nϕm,n(x, y), (A.20)

where
∑

m,n is the short format for
∑∞

m=1
∑∞

n=1, the
subindices m and n indicate the mode index, αm,n is
the coefficient of contribution of each mode for the dis-
placement field, and ϕm,n(x, y) (Eq. A.21) is the modal
function that satisfy the simple supported boundary con-
ditions (Eq. A.22).

ϕm,n(x, y) = sin
(mπx

a

)
sin

(nπy
b

)
. (A.21)
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w =
∂2w
∂x2 + ν

∂2w
∂y2 = 0, for x = ±a/2, (A.22)

w =
∂2w
∂y2 + ν

∂2w
∂x2 = 0, for y = ±b/2.

Using the 2D Fourier Transform, each pressure field
Pi can also be described as a modal summation:

Pi(x, y, z) =
∑
m,n

pim,nϕm,n(x, y)e±kzz, (A.23)

where the signal of the exponential function depends on
the propagation direction of the plane wave in the field,
and in which the coefficient of contribution of the pres-
sure field pim,n read as:

pim,n =
4
ab

∫ b

0

∫ a

0
pie−i(kx x+kyy)ϕm,n(x, y)dxdy. (A.24)

Substituting Eq. A.20, A.23 and A.24 into Eq. A.11
and applying the weighted residuals method:

(A.25)

∫ b

0

∫ a

0

D∇4

∑
m,n

αm,nϕm,n


− ω2m

∑
m,n

αm,nϕm,n

−
∑
m,n

2
(
pIm,n−pT m,n

)
ϕm,n

ϕm,ndxdy = 0.

As the modal functions have orthogonal properties
{ϕ j,k}

T M{ϕh,g} = 0 for j 6= h or k 6= g, Eq. A.25 reads as

(A.26)
αm,nD

∫ b
0

∫ a
0

[
∇4ϕm,n

]
ϕm,ndxdy∫ b

0

∫ a
0 ϕm,ndxdy

− αm,nω
2m − 2

(
pIm,n − pT m,n

)
= 0

if inter-modal coupling is neglected. The integrals on
the first term can be analytically evaluated and the rela-
tion from Eq. A.5 is used to result, resulting in:

[
ω2

m,n − ω
2 + 2

iωρ0c0

mcosθ

]
αm,n =

2
m

pIm,n, (A.27)

where ω2
m,n are the natural frequencies of the simply

supported plate and pIm,n can be analytically evaluated
by solving the integrals from Eq A.24. Finally, the so-
lution of the system of equation in Eq. A.27 provides

the coefficients of modal participation αm,n, and, con-
sequently, the displacement w (Eq. A.20). The coeffi-
cients pT m,n are evaluated with Eq. A.6 and the acoustic
transparency is obtained by:

τ(θ, φ) =

∑
m,n|pT m,n|

2∑
m,n|pIm,n|

2 . (A.28)

Finite Element Method. The numerical solution
of the STL problem was implemented in COMSOL
Multiphysics® software [34] using FEM. The plate
was modeled by shell elements with simply sup-
ported boundary conditions, while the receiver acous-
tic field was modeled by 3D finite elements with Per-
fect Matched Layer (PML) in its external interfaces to
simulate the free-field condition. The FEM model does
not include the acoustic field on the source side, but an
equivalent pressure load is applied to the plate to ac-
count for the fluid load. The fluid pressure is modeled as
the summation of 200 components in random directions
to simulate the diffuse field. The frequency-domain for-
mulation is used to solve the coupled plate constitutive
equation and acoustic wave equation. The incident and
transmitted power are then calculated as the integral of
the incident and transmitted intensity on the plate sur-
face, respectively. Details on the theory and numerical
implementation can be found in [49].

Appendix B. Machine-Learning Configuration for
Benchmarking Analysis

The hyperparameters of the ML methods used in Sec-
tion 5 are detailed here. In all cases, the test size was
20% of the dataset.

NN-based surrogate models. The NN are imple-
mented using Keras with tensorflow as backend. One
regressor is trained to output all STL predictions at
noutputs frequencies. Standardization is applied to all in-
put features, while the outputs are scaled in the range [0,
1]. The fully connected NNs have an architecture with
ninputs nodes in the input layer, five hidden layers with
32 nodes each, and noutputs nodes in the output layer,
where ninputs is the number of input features, which de-
pends in the STL model and in the use of engineered
features. All hidden layers have the sigmoid as activa-
tion function and a L2 regularization penalty of 1e−7.
The training was performed with batches of 32 samples
and with 1500 epochs, except for MS and FEM models,
in which the NN trained for 2500 epochs. The Adam
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algorithm was applied to minimize the average mean
squared error of the STL curve prediction.

GPR-based surrogate models. The kernel k used to
construct the GPR uses a constant kernel kC , a Matern
3/2 kernel kM , a Radial Basis Function kernel kRBF

and a white noise kernel kσ combined as k(xi, x j) =

kC(xi, x j) ∗ kM(xi, x j) + kRBF(xi, x j) + kσ(xi, x j). The ker-
nel hyperparameters are optimized to maximize the log-
marginal likelihood of the posterior distribution using
the L-BFGS-B algorithm with ten restarts. One gaus-
sian process regressor predicts the STL at noutputs fre-
quencies. The preprocessing of the inputs and outputs
is the same from the NN-based surrogate models.

RF-based surrogate models. An RF was trained to
output the STL for the entire frequency range analyzed.
The RF is made up of 200 CARTs without a depth
limit. The impurity criterion is the mean of the aver-
aged squared error among the noutputs outputs.

GBT-based surrogate models. The GBT predictor is
made up of 125 decision trees with a maximum depth
of 10 nodes. The learning rate of the training was set
to 0.05. A different GBT predictor is trained for each
predicted output, willing to minimize the mean squared
error.
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